Abstract-Mpl is a key gene controlling the process of proliferation and differentiation of megakaryocyte and several studies reported that the mutation of mpl will even cause accurate megakaryocyte leukemia. By overlapping the missense mutation in NCBI and recorded SNP in 1000 genome database, we sorted out 4 SNPs(rs190983971、rs563996763、 rs546510242 、 rs373621350) to find out its conformational changes. With Phyre v2.0, we simulated the secondary and tertiary structure change caused by the SNP and compared it with the original structure. The significant changes indicated its potential in leading to diseases associated with platelet reproduction. Finally, according to 1000 genome database, we constructed the geographically distribution of different populations and its SNPs carrying rate.
I.INTRODUCTION
The diversity among individuals is somewhat the diversity of their gene. DNA marker can directly manifest the differences of DNA molecular. Its high diversity, large quantity and the property that targets are either Dominant or co-Dominant state makes DNA marker a better signature than the traditional marker, including morphological marker, cellular marker, biochemistry marker. SNP (single nucleotide polymorphisms), as a new and highly accepted DNA marker, is the third generation molecular labeling technology developed from the second generation like SSR and ISSR.
SNP is widely used in many studies today not only for its high stability and rich target sites in cells but also for its wide distribution, high representation, dimorphism and easily detected. Based on the subsequent influence on genetic morphology, SNPs can be further subdivided into protein coding SNP and non-protein-coding SNP depending on whether it is located in the transcription region. Among protein coding SNPs, if the SNP can cause changes in the amino acid sequence, it will be called synonymy coding SNP. If not, then the SNP is missense coding SNP which often affect the protein function [1] [2] [3] . 
II.METHOD

Screening of diseases related SNPs
To sort out SNPs related to Megakaryocyte diseases, we carried out an overlap analysis of the NCBI database and 1000 genome database and finally, we found out 4 missense SNPs but no stop-code SNP. The ID of the 4 missense SNPs are rs190983971 、 rs563996763 、 rs546510242、rs373621350.
Protein Structure Simulation
To further investigate the four mutations, we ran the Phyre v2.0 tool （ http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/phyre2/html/page.cgi?id=index ） to predict the conformational change. This tool adapted the profileprofile matching algorithm to predict the protein 3D structure. We first use the origin sequences in the Intensive module in Phyre to match reported cytosine-receptor structure. The simulation was viewed in the 3D structure viewer Chimera v1.11.2 developed by USCD.
SNP distribution
Among the 26 sub-population branches collected in the 1000 genome database, population and region without overlapped SNPs were labeled with light blue. In the region where the 4 SNPs spread (rs190983971, rs563996763, rs546510242, rs373621350), we labeled with red, green, yellow and purple. However, due to the synchronously distribution of 2 SNPs in Pakistan and Bangladesh, we chose orange to labeled rs190983971 and rs546150242. Since rs373621350 only spread in Bangladesh, the continue inheritance of purple would not cause confusion. The global map was downloaded from http://www.wpmag.org.
III.CONCLUSION
Missense SNPs change protein structure in simulation
To investigate the protein conformational shift affected by the 4 SNPs (Figure 1) , we edited the protein sequence according to the mutation site and replaced amino acid. The altered sequence was paired with the wild type sequence and then we sent them as input uploaded to the Phyre website. Return structures were shown in Figure   2 . 
Respectively
According to the Uniprot database, rs190983971 linked to a ACT to GCT transition which means a T to A transition in amino acid level.
Also, its mutation site, 374 from C terminal, located in the cellular immunoglobulin-like domain. Since the better hydrophily property T hold compared to A, we deduct a more stable structure the T374A holds. As shown in Figure 3 A, we can see a condenser conformation. With a condenser structure, we estimate the T374A C-MPL protein will form a tighter dimer in the cell membrane and once bind to TPO, will then start a ankylosing activation on the following genes. 
IV.DISCUSSION
From the result of protein structure simulation, we can observe great transformation in protein structure in rs190983971 and rs563996763. However, on the one hand, in silica simulation can't fully simulate the in vivo state and the existence cell membrane can keep the C terminal and N terminal of MPL far in two opposite side, so a more extend structure can be well kept in cells. On the other hand, rs546510242 and rs373621350, may have less conformational change, but the replacement of amino acid with different character can also lead to the increase or decrease of the affinity between MPL and TPO. Based on this work, we try to shed a light for the target of MPL gene screen and also hint the way of further research in wet lab experiment to confirm the effect of these SNPs. [7] . 
